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Exercise 1

Create the usual public static method createLIBORMarketModel with a forward curve and LIBOR
time discretization specification of your choice. Use this to compare a Monte Carlo simulation of the
Swaption value in the LMM attained using the Swaption product class, against those obtained using
an instance of the class SwaptionAnalyticApproximation giving the value of the swaption analytical
approximation in the LMM. Assume that the strike is 0.05 and a piecewise constant volatility matrix as
in the previous exercises. Test the prices over a maturity range of the form:

(int maturityIndex = 1;

maturityIndex <= liborMarketModel.getNumberOfLibors() - 10;

maturityIndex++)

Also, by using the ValueUnit enumerate field from VALUE to VOLATILITY in the
SwaptionAnalyticApproximation object, have the equivalent Black volatilities printed in your
comparison table.

Exercise 2

Suppose you are given a normal LMM, i.e. the equations for the Libor forward rates are given by:
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(a) Assume the swap rate from dynamics Sa,b(L1, . . . , Lm−1) are themselves given by a normal diffusion.
Find the weights for the analytical formula for the Swaption pricing approximation analogous to
that of the standard (lognormal) LMM model, obtained by freezing at 0 the diffusion coefficients
of Sa,b (see the script for details).

(b) Repeat, by using the NORMAL LMM model property specification, the comparison in exercise 1.
In order to do this copy SwaptionAnalyticApproximation to your own class and add an enu-
merating field taking either NORMAL or LOGNORMAL values. If an object with NORMAL parameter is
created then SwaptionAnalyticApproximation.getValues(double, model) will call a method
getSwaprateDerivative which you must implement replacing the formula in (a) to the original
formula for the weights in the getLogSwaprateDerivative method.


